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{Characters}

1) “Dr. Allan Boyle”, “Iceage”:-

-A 60 year old American scientist
in 2040, was the guy who created the
program of Cryoguns in 2019, had an
accident while he was working on his
wife’s cure and became unable to move
in any environment with temperature
higher than subzero temperature, his
lungs couldn’t breath air in room
temperature even his skin became pale
blue and lost his hair, however he
found a way to fix things but he needed
his son’s help with it, but help wasn’t
as expected, murdered by his own wife
“Laura”…
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2) “Prof. Alex Landon”, “Octopus”:-

-A British engineer, a Professor in
“Oxford” university, the mad genius
who made the Drones project and
supervised it since the beginning and
developed it till it became a destructive
program to the world, became the head
of the “Boylecorp” corporation for
technology and weapons development,
murdered by “Oliver”, his own
creation…

3) “Mark”, “Magnet”:-

-“Rorschach’s” son, a mutant, born
with his mutation, had the power of
metal manipulation, when
“Frankenstein” died he was 29 years
old and became the “Horsemen’s”
leader, fall in love with “Grace” and
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announced their intention to marry
when everything was over, became a
member in the “Mark V” official crew
of mutants made by the British
government…

4) “Achilles”, “The Magician”:-

-“Frank’s” son, a mutant, “Eve’s”
twin brother, “Hylaria” was his
mother, became a mutant because of
his uncle’s curse, had the power of
telekinesis and his playing cards were
energized by him and he used to use
them as weapons, they saved himmany
times, became a natural magician and
illusionist using his powers, when
“Frankenstein” died he was 23 years
old and a member in the “Horsemen”,
later he became a member in the first
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team of mutants made by the British
government, the “Mark V”…

5) “Victor”, “Wolfenstein”, “Wolf”:-

-“Frank’s” son, a mutant, “Paige”
was his mother, became a mutant
because of his uncle’s curse, had the
nature of wolves, got the nails of wolves,
high agility and the power of healing,
one of his abilities was that he was
banned from mind reading or any
psychic powers, when his father died
he was 24 years old and joined his
brothers and “Magnet” to fight for the
human existence, married “Karen”
when everything was over, became a
member in the “Horsemen” and later
he became a member in the first team
of mutants working for the British
government, the “Mark V”…
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6) “Eve”, “The Psychic”:-

-“Frank’s” daughter, “Achilles’s”
twin sister, a mutant, “Hylaria” was
her mother, was called “Eve” by
“Hylaria” after “Ivy’s” real name,
became a mutant because of her uncle’s
curse, had the power of mind reading,
hypnotism, psychic & intangibility,
when her father died she was 23 years
old, a member in the “Horsemen” and
later became a member in the first
mutants governmental team, the “Mark
V”…

7) “Ercole”:-

-“Frank’s” son, a mutant, “Jenny”
was his mother, became a mutant
because of his uncle’s curse, had
superhuman strength, when his father
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died he was 23 years old, lived with
his parents in “Wales” and worked as
an electronics engineer, his mother
covered on him well but he decided to
join his brothers to fight for humanity,
later he became a member in the first
team of mutants to serve the Kingdom,
the “Mark V”…

8) “Julia”:-

-A 24 year old British skilled and
talented magician, got introduced to
“Magnet” when he was looking for an
assistant to help them preparing the
acts and apparatuses for the
“Horsemen’s” magical shows in
“London”, “Achilles” saw her talent
and knew that she was a mutant like
them, so he decided to add her to the
“Horsemen” officially, in fact it wasn’t
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the real reason, he was in love with her,
so was “Magnet”, but her feelings were
confused between both men, later she
chose “Magnet” but he rejected her
because he knew that his cousin loved
her, died during “Frankenstein’s”
funeral defending the American vice
president and the British prime
minister against the Hammer Drones…

9) “Karen”, “Silhouette”:-

-A 160 years old American woman,
a mutant, became a mutant when she
was cursed by a wizard in “South
Africa” when she was 25, since that
time she became immortal and time
change didn’t affect her body, didn’t
involve herself in any fight or conflict
that could expose her mutation,
traveled a lot to keep a low profile,
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when the “Global” war took place, she
hid because she wasn’t a fighter, she
had a power but she wasn’t qualified to
use it, knowing that “Wolf” was
immortal too made her think that he
was the one God created for her, she
loved him and they got married when
it was over, later she joined the first
mutants crew made to serve the British
government, the “Mark V”…

10) “Matt Boyle”, “Elohim”, “The
Gods Slayer”:-

-“Dr. Boyle’s” only son, a genius
businessman, in a very short time he
could build his corporation of
technology and weapons development,
“Boylecorp”, and became responsible of
fixing and manufacturing new models
of the Hammer Drones, “Prof. Landon”
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was the head of the technology
development in the corporation,
traveled back by time using “Frank’s”
machine after stealing it and went
back to the pharaohs era, killed all the
known powerful Gods of “Egypt” that
time and waited for “Victor” to come
from the other time he was in, 2017,
after killing all Gods he acquired their
powers and became the well known
God of Gods, “Elohim”, the powers he
possessed were [Telekinesis,
teleportation, superhuman strength,
molecular manipulation, healer,
durability, flight, high agility,
barriers formation, mutant power
bestwoal, genius intellect, excellent
strategist, master manipulation,
knowledge absorption] murdered by
the sun God “Ra”…
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11) “John”, “Cezar”:-

-In 2040, he was a 32 years old
British soldier, “Sentinels” member,
lost his arms during the “Global” war
in 2028, after the development of
robotics and robotic limbs, the
government’s special labs created a new
project of robotic arms for those who
lost theirs, the arms were VERY strong
and easy to control, his arms were
made of “Titanium”, he chose the
name of “Cezar” for himself, after the
operation’s success, he was added to the
“Sentinels” crew, he was one of “Ivy’s”
students and a trusted one too, became
a member in the “Mark V” crew of
mutants and specialists…
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12) “Thomas”, “The Angel”:-

-In 2040, he was a 31 year old
British “MI6” agent, “Sentinels”
member, was chosen to try a new project
created by the “Boylecorp” corporation,
it was like a robotic spine connected to
metallic wings, the robotic spine’s
function was to transfer the brain’s
signals to the wings to move, as if it was
sending orders to move any limb, this
was impressive, the wings were made of
“Adamantium” metal, a composite of
metals and Carbon making an
indestructibly strong metal for the
Hammer Drones and any project for the
intelligence work, became a member in
the new crew of mutants and specialists,
the “Mark V”…
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13) “Grace”:-

-A young British navy soldier,
“Sentinels” member, weapons expert
and the team’s official sniper, good
hand-to-hand combatant, was one of
“Rose’s” trainees and became good
enough to be added to the “Sentinels”
crew based on “Ivy’s” choice, fall in
love with “Magnet” and they decided to
get married when everything was over,
she retired when it was done and lived
with the family in the mansion…

14) “George Cassidy”, “Humanoid”:-

-A former American soldier, 90%
of his body was burnt down during the
“Global” war, “Cezar’s” close friend,
became a project of creating a
human-robot, a human mind and
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soul in a machine, the project was
made in 2033 because during the war,
artificial intelligence program wasn’t
ready to be applied on the Hammer
Drones humanoid robots, the
human-robot project didn’t succeed
with many humans, so the artificial
intelligence program was back on air,
the humanoid body was made by the
“Boylecorp” corporation, he was a
perfect martial artist and a good
swordsman, his new body helped him
to become an official member in the
“Sentinels” crew, got destroyed during
the ‘War of Destiny’…

15) “Mona”, “Motherboard”:-

-A 26 year old, Norwegian
computer woman in 2040, was a
communication engineer in “Norway”,
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her parents died during the “Global”
war, “Rose” used to contact her when
she needed to hack in anyone’s
communications anywhere around the
world even “Frank’s” communications,
she was very clever about that, after the
war she was nominated by “Rose” to be
a part of the “Sentinels”…

16) “Henley Banks”, “Psylocke”:-

-In 2040, she was 35 years old,
American former “NSA” agent, was
added to the “Sentinels” years ago, well
known in “US” by her aggression and
strength, “Ivy” invited her to join the
“Sentinels” and she accepted gladly,
soon she became the team’s leader, fall
in love with “Frank” and told him
before the last fight with “Matt”,
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became a member in the mutants and
specialists new crew, the “Mark V”…

17) “Frank Barrett”, “Archer”:-

-“Arrow” & “Agent X” were his
parents, became an agent in the “MI6”
because his parents were well known
agents too, “Arrow” called him “Frank”
after “Frankenstein’s” name, followed
his father’s steps and learned
everything about archery and was
named “The Archer” because he never
miss, after a lot of training and tests, he
proved that he deserved to be a
“Sentinels” member, later he became a
member in the first mutants and
specialists crew to serve “UK” officially,
the “Mark V”…
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18) “Oliver Barnes”, “Cyborg”:-

-An American mechatronics
engineer, used to be close to “Prof.
Landon” and to do what “Landon”
orders him to do, “Boylecorp”
corporation’s general manager, he was
very strong enough for anyone to think
that he was a mutant, in fact he was a
humanoid robot with different
algorithm and his matrix was the
artificial intelligence program itself,
besides to the capability of controlling
nearly every computerized system on
earth using internet and wireless
signals, got destroyed when “Matt”
developed “Magnet’s” power and made
him destroy everything metal on Earth,
but this didn’t destroy his matrix, he
could redesign and reassemble himself
again when the world worked on
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operating computerized systems,
internet and network connections, but
new systems analyzed him as a virus
and modified anti-viruses banned his
control over a lot of things, “Cathy” was
the anti-virus who kept tracing and
destroying his codes and matrices
through the internet…

19) “Emma Edmond”, “The Witch”:-

-“Rumplestiltskin’s” daughter,
when she disappeared in 2017, she
had some money and started
developing her skills with magic and
by time she became a well known
witch, “Matt” used her to help him
transport the Egyptian Gods’ powers to
himself and killing them afterwards
in return of helping her to kill “Victor”
& “Frank”, loved “Matt” and thought
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that he loved her too, got jealous of
“Seshafi” and tried to get rid of her but
“Matt” discovered that he didn’t need
her and killed her in ancient “Egypt”
before they leave to the future…

20) “Britney O’Brien” & “Brinda
O’Brien”, “Icewitch” & “Pyro”:-

-Twins mutant sisters, got 2
opposite powers, Ice manipulation and
Fire manipulation, born with their
powers, “Matt” added them to his clan,
“Icewitch” died when the robots
attacked “Elohim’s” karnak in north
“Sweden”, “Pyro” died when she posed
a threat to “Dr. Boyle” and forced him
to freeze her to death in order to avoid
her excess heat…
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21) “Tiger”:-

-A half human half tiger creature,
a Chimera, a result of a combination
between a human male sperm and a
tiger female egg, created in 2022, the
operation was for genetics purposes, the
point was to grow human organs inside
an animal, the embryo was out to life
safely and started growing, but soon
when he was needed to do his work and
donate one of his strong organs, he
killed the scientists and escaped, the
Hammer Drones found him in early
2036 and “Matt” asked to take him,
having no other way but to obey “Matt’s”
orders if he wanted to live, had all
tigers abilities and superhuman
strength, murdered by “Ercole”…
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22) “Randy”, “Volt”:-

-An American mutant, had the
power of Electricity manipulation, one
of “Matt’s” crew, born with his
mutation, “Matt” enhanced his power
and made him powerful enough to
generate electricity to the whole world
or drain it from the whole world,
murdered by “Achilles”…

23) “Pinto”, “The Lunatic”:-

-A Mexican mutant, had the
power of changing his head, hands and
arms to any form of weapons or blades
according to his will with infinite
ammo, had an unstable mind and
aggressive nature, one of “Matt’s” men,
murdered by “Magnet”…
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24) “En Sabah Nur”, “The First One”:-

-A pharaoh, chosen among
hundreds to be gifted by many powers
from several Gods of “Egypt”, not all of
them, his powers were not absolute,
whichmeant that any major God could
beat him easily, creating him was
“Osiris’s” idea, then he fall in love
with his Goddess “Isis”, “Osiris” knew
and sent him to a temporary death and
kept his tomb near his brother’s lair,
“Set’s” lair, to be watched and guarded
in the other side by “Anubis”, when he
was needed, “Set” & “Anubis” were
ordered to release him to save “Egypt”
or the king, when done, he was gonna
return automatically to his tomb in the
desert, was awakened by “Osiris’s”
priests when all of the high ranked
Gods were killed by “Matt”, even
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“Osiris”, “Set” & “Anubis” were killed
too, “Egypt” needed its ‘savior’ as they
claimed and woke him up by “Isis’s”
magic to face “Matt”, got swallowed by
the “Sphinx” monster but his
immortality kept him alive for
centuries inside the “Sphinx”, trapped
without oxygen or movement, but when
the “Sphinx” was destroyed by
“Imhotep”, he survived again and
looked for “Matt” to exact vengeance for
his beloved “Isis”, died in 2040 by the
unified powers of the “Mark V” crew…

25) “Claude”, “Sharp”:-

-An American mutant, got the
ability to emit ultraviolet laser beams
from his eyes, enough to destroy any
vehicle or jet, controlled by special
glasses made for him by “Prof. Landon”,
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joined “Landon’s” men as a payback
for helping him, “Landon” paid him
well too, murdered by the Hammer
Drones during the first attack by the
robots on “London”, during
“Frankenstein’s” funeral…

26) “Yang Nakushima”:-

-A 36 year old Japanese magician
& energy manipulator, one of the few
Japaneses who survived the flood that
took “Japan” off the map, he was able
to energize anything he holds in his
hands and transfer it into a lethal
weapon, his favorites were playing
cards and flash papers, charging the
cards and throwing them on targets was
enough to destroy a Hammer Drone
robot or even a drone tank, he used to
be a human when he was a teenager,
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then he learned all about magic and
energy control from an old Japanese
wizard, murdered by the robots during
the first attack on “London”, during
“Frankenstein’s” funeral…

27) “Rita”, “Tattoo”:-

-A Romanian witch, hired by
“Cyborg” to secure and control the
prison they made in “Bucharest”, a
place where mutants were kept and
experiments were made on them, was
responsible of watching “Frank” and
torturing him when he was caught,
murdered by “Wolf” & “Fiona”…
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28) “Fiona”, “The Fairy”:-

-An immortal fairy, after she
sinned in her world she was exiled to
Earth, where she was judged to live
there forever, she was very powerful
and had a lot of powers [Superhuman
strength, speed, agility, stamina,
reflexes, immortality, flight,
superhuman condition, prehensile
tongue, immunity to radiations and
temperature changes, ability to create
green fiery barrier, starbolt eye beams,
starbolt blasts, ultraviolet energy
projection, teleportation & ability to
survive in outer space], she was one of
the strongest fairies on Earth, even
witches used to fear her, only strong
wizards were able to stop her or slow
her down, but no magic could kill her
or send her to the underworld except
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the “Solomon” ring owner or an
Egyptian God, used to be “Wolf’s”
friend and after knowing that “Wolf”
was immortal she fall in love with him
and liked his rough character but she
knew that he was in love with another
immortal mutant…

29) “Sara”, “Fastlane”:-

-An American girl, a mutant,
born human but “Landon’s”
experiments gave her special powers,
her power was superhuman speed,
nearly equal to light velocity in space,
wasn’t seen after the first attack on
“London” during “Frankenstein’s”
funeral…
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30) “Jose Andres”, “Werewolf”:-

-A Spanish guy, a mutant, born
with his mutation, his father was a
werewolf, a half human half wolf, he
had wolf nails and wolf nature [teeth,
eyes, thick hair allover his body,…] he
couldn’t hide his look, he had high
agility and climbing walls, got killed
by the Hammer Drones during the first
attack on “London” and
“Frankenstein’s” funeral…

31) “The Warrior”:-

-An Korean fighter, perfect
hand-to-hand combatant, had
superhuman strength, skilled blades
combatant, high reflexes and agility,
resilience, endurance, high stamina
and a perfect tracker, died during the
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first attack on “London” by robots,
during “Frankenstein’s” funeral…

32) “Angela”, “Poison”:-

-“Frank’s” daughter, a mutant,
she was created by “Undertaker” and
planted inside “Naomi” with “Frank’s”
genes, she was a hybrid between a
lizard and human, had the power of
plants control, her blood was poisoned
with a very powerful poison, stronger
than a 100 cobra snakes together, her
body grew up too fast in size, after some
experiments on her in “Landon’s”
prison in “Bucharest”, her skin turned
green because the poison got stronger
and changed her skin cells, joined her
family later when “Victor” convinced
her that her family loved her, became
a member in the first crew of mutants
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made by the British government, the
“Mark V”…

33) “Ai”, “Love”:-

-“Frank’s” daughter, a mutant,
“Chen” was her mother, “Chen” took
her away and told no one about her,
her mother hired special security to
protect her because she saw that if
“Jenny” knew about her she might try
to kill “Ai”, when “Chen” knew that
she arrested her siblings, “Chen” told
her everything, her mutation was
dangerous, she had a healing factor
like “Wolf”, her skeleton was regular
when she was born, then by time she
started to feel that her bones were
getting stronger, in fact, her skeleton
structure was turning to titanium
instead of bones, even her skin became
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like titanium thin sheets, very flexible
and completely senseless making the
healing happen faster, her nails could
be elongated by will like “Wolf” but
hers were obviously stronger and much
longer than “Wolf’s”, became a member
in the first team of mutants to serve the
Kingdom, the “Mark V”…

34) “McDonald”:-

-An American lunatic, lost too
much in his life, used to be a clown in
a circus, when it was closed, his wife
took his kids and abandoned him, so
he decided to kill everyone who never
cared, he developed a venom or poison
and started putting it in parties foods
and drinks, water supplies of “NYC”,
later he started to sell it as a drug to
drug dealers and addicts, got caught by
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“Frankenstein” and was delivered to
the “Sentinels” & the “FBI”…

35) “Ronda”:-

-The family’s maid and
housekeeping, she was with the family
since 2017 when the kids needed a
special babysitter, “Ivy” hired her…

36) “Katie”:-

-An American human,
volunteered to the US army’s
experiments, the only survivor of many
human volunteers who died during
these experiments, the idea was to
build a super mutant who could
possess many different powers without
side effects, when she was ready, the
government added her to the secret
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service, despite the “CIA’s” efforts to add
her to their special agents, her powers
were [Superhuman strength,
superhuman speed, high agility &
reflexes, optic force blast, flight, healer,
high stamina, breath underwater like
fish, swim faster than a swordfish,
tactile hypnosis & fire bending],
became a friend to the “Horsemen” but
she didn’t join the crew of mutants-the
“Mark V”-and decided to disappear,
despite her love to “Ercole”…

37) “Seshafi”:-

-A pharaoh from the past, a
soldier and fighter, she was given the
strength and agility from God “Amun”
to make her the guardian of his temple
and priests, when “Amun” died, she
joined “Matt’s” crew and by time he
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loved her but she saw that his ways
were not to exact peace & justice but to
exact destruction and death, when he
noticed, he sent her with his men to
fight the “Horsemen” in a fight he
knew that his men won’t come back
from, thinking that he won’t need her
anymore, joined the “Horsemen” to kill
“Elohim” at the ‘War of Destiny’, when
everything was over, she traveled back
home to “Egypt” and became “Victor’s”
special palace’s guard when he became
the God of “Egypt”…

38) “Taya”:-

-A pharaoh from the past, a witch,
helped “Victor” when she raised him
in the past, she told “Victor” about
“Horus’s” eye in “Set’s” pyramid of
sand and helped him to activated the
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eye for himself and use its powers and
magic, “Victor” tried to find her later
when “Matt” died but he couldn’t find
her tomb or anyway to raise her or
bring her to the future…

39) “Tane”, “The Hound”:-

-A Samoan former “SWAT” officer,
a mutant, left “USA” when the
Americans started abusing foreigners
because of their nationalities, helped
“Ai” and promised her to find her
siblings and help them, “Frank” saved
him in the past and he saw that
helping his kids was a simple payback
to the monster, when it was over, he
went back home to the “Samoa”
islands…
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40) “Kun Si”:-

-A 27 year old Chinese guy, a
mutant with white eyes, used to be
“Ai’s” close friend and partner, worked
with “Ai” for the Chinese Intelligence
but not for too long, when things got
bad suddenly, he left to someplace
abandoned near the Chinese-Indian
boards where his uncle’s school for
martial arts was, he was a fire bender
and perfect martial artist, his weapons
were mostly ninja chains, knives & 2
Chinese war swords, his white eyes
were able to make him see at night
clearly with no need for lights or night
vision goggles, got some magical skills
but wasn’t a magician, helped “Ai”
only because she asked for his help,
when it was over he went back to his
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uncle’s school training children and
youth…

41) “The Dark Magician”, “Dark”:-

-A Gen from a dimension of hell,
the most powerful of them all, he was
free to move from dimension to another
but he was too powerful to be used by
human wizards or witches, was used
by “Matt” more than once because
“Matt” had the ring of “Solomon” that
time, deceased and shackled
underground by “Victor”…

42) “Dr. Laura Boyle”, “Frost”:-

-“Matt’s” mother, “Dr. Boyle’s”
wife, was a human in the beginning
and suffered a killing disease when she
was in “Africa” with the human rights
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as a doctor, her husband was forced to
put her under a cryopreservation
system to keep her condition steady,
became a dangerous mutant when
“Matt” told “Dark” to heal her, became
capable to generate and control ice and
snow, her skin and hair became pale
white, was strong enough to freeze the
whole planet, her freezing power was
thousands of times colder than the
freezing point on “Pluto” planet,
murdered by the sphinx creature with
the aid of “Frank”, “Rumple” &
“Victor”…

43) “Zero”:-

-A Chinese mutant guy, a perfect
fighter, his power was ice and coldness
manipulation, was “Kun’s” close
friend, “Dragons” member, when
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“Rumple” dispersed the “Dragons”
allover the world, “Zero” was
teleported to “Russia”, it wasn’t too
hard for him to reach “China” again,
“Kun” met him in the school and they
stayed there together…

44) “Black”:-

-A Chinese mutant guy, a
demonic creature with no face, had no
other known names, got the power of
darkness and this magical power could
not be possessed by any human or
regular mutant, a good fighter and a
teleporter, got crushed by the sphinx
creature during the ‘War of Destiny’…
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45) “Smoke”:-

-A Chinese mutant guy, had the
power to change his form to smoke, it
helped him to escape from delicate
situations and helped him in combats
too, his smoke was poisonous and could
kill people or he could use it just to
blind his opponents, it depends on
what he needs to do, disappeared after
the ‘War of Destiny’…

46) “Reptile”:-

-A humanoid-lizard creature,
used to be a part of the “Dragons”, a
good fighter, poisonous creature, any
scratch, bite, or even spit can poison
any human to death and his venom
had no cure, dead when “Rumple”
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teleported him in the sea where salt
water killed him…

47) “Ju”:-

-A Chinese mutant woman, born
with mutation, demon, “Lan” & “Fan”
were her sisters, used to look like
humans, a good fighter, her weapons
were 2 sais knives, murdered by
“Angela”…

48) “Lan”:-

-A Chinese mutant woman, born
with mutation, demon, “Ju” & “Fan”
were her sisters, had high agility and a
good fighter, her weapon was a metal
stick, murdered by “Angela”…
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49) “Fan”:-

-A Chinese mutant woman, born
with mutation, “Lan” & “Ju” were her
sisters, demon, had higher agility than
any known mutant, perfect
hand-to-hand combatant and knives
fighter, was good with magic too, her
weapon was manual Chinese fan, it
was full of blades, murdered by “Ai”…

50) “Meili”:-

-A mutant woman, was born
strong, tall and big in size with 4 arms,
was a demonic creature, a member of
the “Dragons”, when “Jenny” helped
her with her injury, she realized that
they were good people, helped the
“Horsemen” in the ‘War of Destiny’ and
asked to stay with them because she
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had nowhere to go and they welcomed
her among the family, later she joined
the first official crew of mutants, the
“Mark V”…

51) “Kytinn”:-

-A Chinese mutant woman, was
human and became a mutant after
being cursed, she became a humanoid
insect, she had 4 insects limbs behind
her back, she could control when to get
them out and pull them into her body,
these limbs were poisonous enough to
kill besides to their big size, murdered
by “Meili” & “Seshafi”…
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52) “Tore”:-

-An underworld creature, had the
power to change his hands form to
volcanic rocks, had a healing factor,
couldn’t generate fire but he could
adapt to it, died when “Eve” trapped
him in the ground and the harpies
attacked him tearing him apart…

53) “Kong”:-

-A Chinese mutant, unique
fighter, hadmagic, close friend to “Kun”
& “Zero”, was one of the best students
in “Kun’s” uncle’s school, his weapon
was a crude hammer, murdered by
“Achilles”…
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54) “Qi”:-

-A Chinese student in “Kun’s”
school, a mutant, an energy
manipulator and a perfect tracker,
murdered by “Wolf”…

55) “Moloch”:-

-An underworld creature, a
monster with 3 eyes and dark blue skin,
big in size and had superhuman
strength, after “Rumple’s” dispersion of
the “Dragons”, the creature was sent to
“Brazil” and wasn’t seen by the
“Horsemen” again…
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56) “Barka”:-

-An underworld creature, a
monster with big and sharp teeth, got 2
big swords or blades inside his arms, he
get them out and back inside whenever
he needed, his elbows and knees had
sharp edges, had a healing factor but
didn’t help him much, murdered by
“Cezar” when he shot him in the head
blowing it off…

57) “Zena”:-

-A 30 year old Egyptian girl born
with a curse, her parents were siblings,
a mutant demonic creature, her skin
was red and her body got carves in
black, even her face, her head got no
hair, but 2 huge flesh muscled limbs
with no bones, she could control these
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limbs and used to use them in fights
whenever she could, was abandoned
by her parents because of her mutation,
she was stronger than humans and her
bones were stronger, but wasn’t super
strong, had super agility and
durability, was saved by “Victor” and
bargained with him for the second eye
of “Horus” in return of removing her
curse and making her normal human
or even a mutant with human look,
deal was made and she became human,
later she fall in love with “Victor”
when he became the King & God of
“Egypt” and begged him for forgiveness,
he saw purity in her soul and loved
her too, starting the new kingdom of
“Egypt” and the 32nd Dynasty with her
as Queen…
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58) “Layla”:-

-“Victor’s” 3rd Arab daughter, a
40 years old human woman in 2040,
used to be Muslim in the past, used to
be in contact with “Frank” in the past
till 2025, then communications were
cut down between them, got married in
2023 and got 4 kids, her husband died
during the “Global War” in 2028, her
father came to her when everything
was done in 2041 but she refused to
live with him although she was poor
and widowed, but she saw that her
father abandoned her and her mother
for decades, although she worshiped
“Victor” as the country’s savior, King &
Deity God…
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59) “Jason”, “The Vampire”:-

-One of “Rumple’s” old friends,
born in 1900, witnessed the WWII and
was human by that time, after meeting
“Rumple”, he became a vampire in
order to be immortal as he wished,
survived during the “Global” war,
appeared during the ‘War of Destiny’
but had no role in it, he was just
watching “Rumple”, “Wolf” saw him
but didn’t know who he was, had
several powers [high agility,
durability, strength, speed, high
stamina & a perfect tracker], met
“Rumple” later and decided to stay
with him, went to “Frank’s” mansion
looking for “Victor’s” cipher book,
trying to find a way to raise his friend,
“Rumple”, by chance he went there
when “Frank” the twin killed “Frank”
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the father and heard everything the
twins said, when he found “Rumple”,
he told him everything, “Wolf” decided
to look for him secretly…

60) “Cathy”:-

-A computer program, developed
by “Frank”, it was a female matrix, she
was responsible of the housekeeping
with “Ronda”, who was alone and
getting old by time, she had matrices
for cooking, housekeeping & security,
she wasn’t connected to internet or
Wi-Fi, she wasn’t also connected to any
manufacturing machine and had no
manufacturing software, she was smart
enough to respond to whoever talk to
her, to facilitate talking with her, she
made a drawing and a 3D digital
optical illusion of herself after creating
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a body design, “Frank” used to depend
on that program in many things, it was
engaged to his suit but couldn’t operate
the suit without his input, wasn’t
controlled by “Oliver” because she
wasn’t connected to internet, had a
special code that could later break
“Oliver’s” virus, when everything was
over, “Ercole” added a powerful
anti-virus to her code and made her
develop it and started hunting
“Oliver’s” matrices to prevent him from
controlling any machine or system,
specially security systems and nuclear
codes, the program was used by the
“Mark V” team to aid them in their jobs,
“Frank” didn’t refuse, “Ercole” was
gonna deal with her…


